Theme

The world we live in!

Unit 1 Title

Securing access to clean water

Unit Essential Question

How could we secure better access to fresh/clean water sources?

Grade Level

6-8
Unit Overview

The problem:
Water scarcity and desertification are common challenges in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA). The growing demands of
securing more freshwater have impactful effects on demographics and economic development. Families living by the sea coast,
and/ or remote places might spend many hours daily lining up to get a few liters of fresh water from the water delivery truck to
maintain their day-to-day needs. Can you help them find a more sustainable and convenient alternative to access/ provide fresh
water in their area?
Design challenge summary:
Designing a device that can be used for water treatment. The device should be presented as a solution to the shortage of clean
fresh water in some regions in the MENA region.
Unit Overview:
This unit discusses several elements related to water security. It helps students build an understanding of the necessity of water for
human life. It touches upon some causes of the problem of clean/fresh water deficit with a special attention to the case of Egypt.
Throughout the unit, students are encouraged to build on their knowledge of the physical and chemical properties of water. In
addition, students will learn how modeling the natural systems helps scientists and engineers find solutions for the water deficit
problems.
Goals
Transfer Goals

(what the students will gain that could reflect on what they are able to independently do on the long-term)
Knowledge and understanding:
● Estimate the problems of access to clean water sources in Egypt
● Illustrate water structure, properties and cycle
● Evaluate technologies engineers use for water desalination
● Identify ratios and proportional relationships concepts and relate to real life problems
Skills:
● Recognize and represent proportional relationships between quantities.
● Develop research skills to find information about water resources
● Evaluate information from different and reliable online sources using relevant keywords to conduct research
● Avoid plagiarism using various techniques and interpret data using various techniques to maintain academic integrity
● Use technology to present ideas
● Utilize simple tools to do a project to be applied in the real life
Values and attitudes:
● Acknowledge the need for equitable access to clean water in Egypt
● Develop an attitude of using water wisely.

Standards Correlation
Next Generation Science Standards
(NGSS)
MS-ESS2-4.
Develop a model to describe the cycling
of water through Earth's systems driven
by energy from the sun and the force of
gravity.
MS-PS1-1.

Common Core State Standards
(CCSS Math)
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.6.RP.A.3
Use ratio and rate reasoning to solve realworld and mathematical problems
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.6.RP.A.2
Understand the concept of a unit rate a/b
associated with a ratio a:b with b ≠ 0, and

Common Core State Standards
(CCSS Literacy)
RST.6-8.7
Integrate quantitative or technical
information expressed in words in a text
with a version of that information
expressed visually (e.g., in a flowchart,
diagram, model, graph, or table). (MSPS1-4)

Develop models to describe the atomic
composition of simple molecules and
extended structures.
MS-PS1-4.
Develop a model that predicts and
describes changes in particle motion,
temperature, and state of a pure
substance when thermal energy is added
or removed.

use rate language in the context of a ratio
relationship.
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.6.RP.A.1
Understand the concept of a ratio and use
ratio language to describe a ratio
relationship between two quantities
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.7.SP.2

Use data from a random sample to draw
inferences about a population with an
unknown characteristic of interest.
Students who demonstrate understanding Generate multiple samples (or simulated
samples) of the same size to gauge the
can:
variation in estimates or predictions.
MS-ETS1-1. Define the criteria and
constraints of a design problem with
sufficient precision to ensure a successful CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.6.SP.4.
solution, taking into account relevant
scientific principles and potential impacts Display numerical data in plots on a
on people and the natural environment
number line, including dot plots,
that may limit possible solutions.
MS-ETS1 Engineering Design

MS-ETS1-2. Evaluate competing design
solutions using a systematic process to
determine how well they meet the criteria
and constraints of the problem.

histograms, and box plots

CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.6.RP.3.C.
Find a percent of a quantity as a rate per
100

MS-ETS1-3. Analyze data from tests to
determine similarities and differences
among several design solutions to identify CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.7.RP.2.
the best characteristics of each that can
be combined into a new solution to better Recognize and represent proportional
meet the criteria for success.

relationships between quantities.

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.7.7
Conduct short research projects to
answer a question, drawing on several
sources and generating additional related,
focused questions for further research
and investigation.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.7.8
Gather relevant information from multiple
print and digital sources, using search
terms effectively; assess the credibility
and accuracy of each source; and quote
or paraphrase the data and conclusions of
others while avoiding plagiarism and
following a standard format for citation.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.7.9
Draw evidence from literary or
informational texts to support analysis,
reflection, and research.
RST.6-8.1
Cite specific textual
evidence to support analysis of science
and technical texts, attending to the
precise details of explanations or
descriptions.

MS-ETS1-4. Develop a model to
generate data for iterative testing and
modification of a proposed object, tool, or
process
such that an optimal design can be
achieved.
National Standards
(Maths & Science)

Prep 1
ﯾﺷرح اﻟﻣﻘﺻود ﺑﺎﻟﻛﺛﺎﻓﺔ
ﯾﺣﺳب اﻟﻛﺛﺎﻓﺔ ﺑﻣﻌﻠوﻣﯾﺔ اﻟﻛﺗﻠﺔ واﻟﺣﺟم
ﯾﺗﻌرف ﺑﻌض اﻟﺗطﺑﯾﻘﺎت اﻟﺣﯾﺎﺗﯾﺔ ﻟﻠﻛﺛﺎﻓﺔ
ﯾﻣﯾز اﻟﻣﺗﻌﻠم ﺑﯾن اﻟﻌﻧﺻر واﻟﻣرﻛب واﻟﻣﺧﻠوط
ﯾﺷرح ﻛﯾﻔﯾﺔ ﺗﻛوﯾن اﻟﻣرﻛب
ﯾﺷرح ﻛﯾﻔﯾﺔ ﺗﻛوﯾن اﻟﻣﺧﺎﻟﯾط
ﯾﺷرح ﻛﯾﻔﯾﺔ اﺳﺗﺧدام ﺑﻌض طرق اﻟﻔﺻل ﻣﺛل
اﻟﺗرﺷﯾﺢ واﻟﺟذب اﻟﻣﻐﻧﺎطﯾﺳﻲ واﻟﺑﺧر واﻟﺗﻘطﯾر
واﻟﻔﺻل اﻟﻛروﻣﺎﺗوﺟراﻓﻲ
ﯾوﺿﺢ أھﻣﯾﺔ ﻓﺻل اﻟﻣﺧﺎﻟﯾط ﻓﻲ ﺣﯾﺎﺗﻧﺎ اﻟﯾوﻣﯾﺔ

National Standards
(Social studies & Literacy)

:اﻟﻌﻠوم
-

Prep 1

:اﻟﺟﻐراﻓﯾﺎ
 ﯾﺳﺗﺧدم اﻟﺧراﺋط واﻟﻧﻣﺎذج واﻟﻣﺟﺳﻣﺎت ﻟﺗوﺿﯾﺢ:اﻟﺗوزﯾﻌﺎت اﻟﻣﻛﺎﻧﯾﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺳطﺢ اﻷرض ﻣﺛل
 واﻟﻣﺣﯾطﺎت واﻷﻗﺎﻟﯾم اﻟﻧﺑﺎﺗﯾﺔ,ﺗوزﯾﻊ اﻟﻘﺎرات
.واﻟﻣﻧﺎﺧﯾﺔ
 ﯾﺳﺗﺧدم اﻟﺧراﺋط اﻟﻣﻌرﻓﯾﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺗﻧظﯾم اﻟﻣﻌﻠوﻣﺎتاﻟﻣرﺗﺑطﺔ ﺑﺎﻟﯾﺎﺑس واﻟﻣﺎء وﻋواﻣل ﺗﺷﻛﯾل ﺳطﺢ
.اﻷرض
ﯾوﺿﺢ ﺗﺄﺛﯾر اﻹﻧﺳﺎن ﻓﻲ اﻟﺑﯾﺋﺔ اﻟطﺑﯾﻌﯾﺔ

Digital Literacy Standards
(Massachusetts Curriculum
Framework)
http://www.doe.mass.edu/frameworks/dlc
s.pdf
Safety and Security [6-8.CAS.a]
5. Differentiate between appropriate and
inappropriate content on the Internet.
Ethics and Law s [6-8.CAS.b]
3. Apply fair use for using copyrighted
materials (e.g., images, music, video,
text)
Digital Tools [6-8.DTC.a]
1. Identify and explain the strengths,
weaknesses, and capabilities of a variety
of digital tools.
Research [6-8.DTC.c]
2. Evaluate quality of digital sources for
reliability, including currency, relevancy,
authority, accuracy, and purpose of digital
information.
3. Gather, organize, and analyze
information from digital sources by

quoting, paraphrasing, and/or
summarizing.
4. Create an artifact, individually and
collaboratively, that answers a research
question and communicates results and
conclusions.
Collaboration and Communication [68.DTC.b]
1. Communicate and publish key ideas
and details individually or collaboratively
in a way that informs, persuades, and/or
entertains using a variety of digital tools
and media-rich resources.

Integrated Concepts
Science
●
●
●
●

Structure of matter
Chemical changes and physical
properties and changes.
Compounds and mixtures
Water cycle

Engineering & Technology
●

Language Arts
●
●

Language used to report facts
about water
Learning relevant vocabulary and
scientific terminology

Models of water desalination and
treatment systems.

Maths
●
●
●
●

Social Studies
●
●

natural water resources on the
map & related demographics
Renewable & nonrenewable
resources.

Ratios and Proportional
relationships
percent increase & decrease
Data Analysis
Using graphs and pie charts to
represent data
Citizenship

●
●

Conserving natural resources
Rational consumption

●

Research to build and present
knowledge
Digital Literacy

●
●
●

Other

other

Locating appropriate online
content.
Using copyrighted materials
Communicating ideas using digital
media tools

Assessment Evidence (performance task: GRASPS)

Goal: Design a device for water treatment
Role: You are environmental engineers
Audience: a committee from the Ministry of Agriculture and
Irrigation
Situation: Present to the committee how your device will help
to treat water to become clean water and safe for drinking and
planting
Product: Seawater desalination unit
Standards for success: Students will evaluate the effectiveness
and efficiency of their prototype by using the engineering
challenge rubric. Accordingly, they can modify their designs to
maximize freshwater production.

Other assessment evidence

● A report about the importance of water and resources of
fresh water in Egypt
● A powerpoint presentation to show the main causes of
water pollution in Egypt
● Answering multiple choice and wh-questions after
reading a passage about the water problem
● Questionnaire about water consumption
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Word problem
Poster/ graphs creation
Ration model
Multimedia production
A model to show the structure of water
A chart/ table/ picture notes to show properties of water
made and presented by students
a research paper
Work sheets
KWL poster

Learning Plan Overview
Lesson

Lesson Questions

Learning Objectives

Assessment Evidence

Phase 1
Identify the
problem/need

1. Why do we need water?
2. What are the main sources of
water?
3. Why can’t we drink any water?
4. Why isn’t there enough clean
water?
5. How can ratios and proportional
relationships help us understand
the problem of water deficiency?
6. How do we measure
percentage increase and
decrease?

1. Explain the importance of water for
human life.
2. Identify the sources of fresh water in
Egypt.
3. Distinguish between drinkable and
non-drinkable water
4. Recognize that clean water is a
limited resource.
5. Demonstrate the water deficiency
problem in graphs.
6. Measure the ratio of salt water to
pure water on earth.
7. Calculate the average need of world
population to the available clean water.

Classroom assessments:
1. A report about the importance
of water and resources of fresh
water in Egypt
2. A powerpoint presentation to
show the main causes of water
pollution in Egypt
3. Reading passage with multiple
choice and wh-questions
4. Questionnaire about water
consumption
5. Word problem
Self-assessments:

1.process journal
Design
challenge
milestone 1

What are we designing? And
why?

1. Identify the need for a specific
engineering design project
2. Describe the design project context.
Identify and differentiate the design
project constraints and requirements.

https://www.teachengineering.org/activities/
view/cub_creative_activity1

Phase 2
Research the
problem/ Learn
the basics

1. What are the chemical and
physical properties of water?
2. What is the natural water
cycle?
3. Which of these bodies of water
represent the most quantity of
water on Earth?

1. Identify the chemical and physical
properties of water
2. Explain how water cycle works.
3. Measure the mass and volume to
calculate the density of water.

Engineering
Design
Milestone 2

What new things did we learn
about the design problem?
Do we need to change anything
with our design overall goals?

Revist initial design questions.
Conduct further research on the design
problem as needed.
Reflect on knowledge and skills
acquired during phase 2.
Connect acquired knowledge and skills
to the design challenge.

Phase 3
Explore
possible
solutions

1. What are possible solutions to
current water crisis?
2. What is desalination?
3. How do we remove salt from
seawater?
4. What are the different types of
desalination?
5.Which type of water treatment
could be applied in your
community?
6. What are the drawbacks of
water desalination?
7.How could we use multimedia to
help raise awareness of the water
deficiency problem?

1. Understand the need of water
desalination
2. Map locations of major desalination
plants in Egypt.
3. Identify key terminology associated
with desalination.
4. Compare different types of
desalination.
5. Debate whether or not desalination
is an effective solution for water
shortage.
6. Create a multimedia product raising
awareness of the water deficit problem

1. Poster/ graphs creation
2. Ration model
3. A model to show the structure
of water
4. A chart/ table/ picture notes to
show properties of water made
and presented by students

1. Writing a research paper
2. Worksheets
3. KWL poster
4. Multimedia product

Engineering
Design
Milestone 3

What are the available solutions
to the problem?
Which solutions are more
effective?
How can we make use of the
available solutions in creating our
design?

Research existing solutions to the unit’s
problem.
Evaluate existing solutions by
identifying their strengths and
weaknesses.
Decide on ideas or technologies that
could inspire the design solution.

Phase 4
Plan for action
Engineering
Design
Milestone 4

How would our design look like?
What’s the idea behind it?
How much would it cost?
How can we improve our plan?
What materials will be needed?

Draw an outline of the design
Anticipate possible constraints of the
design
Estimate expected design costs.
Exchange feedback with other design
teams

Phase 5
Build, test &
redesign

Build an initial version of the design.
Evaluate design functions with regards to
specifications
Redesign to solve problems in initial design
Present the final designs and process.
Communicate with other teams to get
feedback.

Phase 1
Identify the Problem or Need
Activity 1: Investigating water consumption habits
Activity Duration:
● 2 sessions in-class (45
minutes each- session 1 for
stage 1 / session 2 for
stagres 3-5)
● 45 minutes out of class for
stage 2

Activity type: Group work

Activity source:
Examples source:

https://www.slideshare.net/waterborneidentities/
water-questionnaire-32054667

Activity Objective:
● Collect data on patterns of water consumption
● Use pie charts and bar charts to present data
● Calculate the percentages of survey responses
Stage 1: Planning for the survey
- Students are told that they will work in groups to survey their school community, as well as family members to answer
questions about personal and family water consumption.
- Each group will be asked to brainstorm at (10 to 15) questions that would help them understand people’s consumption
better.
- The teacher asks the groups to share examples of the questions they came up with, and asks them to organize them by
categories. (Examples: Individual consumption, habits of preserving water, family consumption.. etc.).
- Each group is then asked to filter the questions they came up with into 6 focused questions.
(Possible questions)
● How often do you wash hands during the day?
● How many times a week do you bath or take a shower?

●
●
●

How long do you stay in a shower?
On average, how many litres of water do you drink every day?
What do you usually do when water is cut off?
● Approximately how much do you pay each month, on average, for water?
- Students get to anticipate possible answers to these questions and organize them into 3 ranges of choices for each
question. (For example: number of times, frequency, types of consumption, etc.)
- With the teacher's guidance, students plan for an average number of participants for the survey.
Stage 2: Collecting data
- Students are given a specific time to investigate the questions with people inside the school (could be break times, specific
session time, taking permission from other teachers, etc.)
- Each student is asked to ask the family consumption questions and bring back the answers the following day or class.
Stage 3: Analysing data
- Students calculate the number of responses they received in each answer category.
- Students calculate the percentage of each response category to the total number of responses.
Stage 4: Presenting survey results
- Students will watch the following video on how to present data on pie chart.
- https://youtu.be/UrCz6yDbhb8
- Students are asked to present surveys’ results on pie charts.
- Struggling students can present their data on bar graphs.
Stage 5: Reflecting on the process
- Groups are asked to think and share they ideas on:
a) Answer trends they were expecting before beginning the survey.
b) The most unexpected answers or responses they received.
c) To what extent do they think people in their school communities/ families use water wisely? And why do they think so.
d) What do they think of the overall experience of surveying people?
Example of survey results presentation:

Activity 2: Water resources on the map
Activity duration: 1 session

Activity type: group work

Resources:
https://www.aladwaa.com/lessonbrief.aspx?id=3490

Activity objectives:
● Identify the sources of freshwater and saltwater in Egypt.
● Label the names of the major water sources on Egypt’s map.
Materials needed:
printed maps of Egypt, glue sticks, small papers, scissors.
Step 1: Map labeling
- Students get divided into groups
- Each group gets a copy of Egypt’s map
- Each group gets the list of labels to add to their maps
- Students stick the labels on their maps
- Students are asked to color the labels in two different colors. One color represents sources of freshwater, and the other
represents sources of salty water
Step 2: Graphic Organizer

-

In groups of 4, students classify the water resources in Egypt to freshwater and saltwater.
Each group will brainstorm to infer the social and economic importance of freshwater and saltwater bodies
Groups take turns in presenting their graphic organizers.

Activity 3: Saltwater & freshwater ratio representation
Activity duration: two sessions

Activity type: Group work

Activity resources:
● Short reading:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3qdd
2p
● Image Source:
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/282
389839109556098/

Activity objectives:
● Compare the ratio of salt water to pure water on earth using tangible material
● Recognize that the same percentage could be presented in different quantities
-

-

Students are given a short reading text (the link above or an extract from the national social studies or science textbooks)
including information about the percentage of saltwater and freshwater on earth.
Students are divided into 3 groups. Each group gets pieces of 2 colors of any tangible material (papers, small beads,
wooden blocks, etc).
Each group is asked to read the text and extract the information including the saltwater and freshwater percentage.
Each group is asked to make a representation of the percentage. However, each group should use a different number of
the given materials (for example group A gets 100 pieces, group B gets 200 pieces, and group C gets 300 pieces) (could
also be replaced with sheets of printed tables including varied numbers of cells, for students to color the ratio
representation)
Each group is asked to use (All) the pieces assigned to them to represent the same percentage of both saltwater and
freshwater (or color code all cells in case of using the printed sheets). (15 to 20 minutes are given).

-

After the activity, students get to present their models or representations. The groups assigned a number different than 100
are asked to explain how they made their decisions for the representations. The teacher keeps asking questions, and
comments on the process used by each group. The teacher asks students how differently would they assign the pieces if
they were given numbers less than 100 (for example 50 or 25).
- Each group is asked to write their representation on the board as a ratio.
- The teacher continues discussion with the students that all these ratios are of equal representation.
- Students are asked to suggest more equivalent fractions or ratios representations that are equivalent with the percentage of
seawater to freshwater.
Alternative similar concept activity: Using test tubes to represent saltwater to freshwater ratio.
- Students get divided into groups of 3-5
- Each group is given a considerable size of lab test tube. (Each group gets a different size of tube)
- 3 Jars of different density liquids is given to each group.
- Students are asked to use the liquids to represent the percentages in the picture below in their given test tube in the same
ratio.

-

At the end of the task, students are asked to comment on the way they used to decide the ratio, putting in mind the size of
their given tube, and how they did the measurements.

Activity 4: Report writing – Flipped classroom
Activity duration: 2 sessions / 45
minutes.( one for discussion and
brainstorming and the other for writing the
report)

Activity type: Pairwork /Flipped
Classroom

Extra resources:
-suggested website to scaffold students’
skill of writing reports:
https://learnenglishteens.britishcouncil.org
/sites/teens/files/a_report_-_exercises.pdf
Citation for beginners
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CDGd
qoCyAtw
Free plagiarism checker
https://plagiarismdetector.net/

Activity objectives:
● Identify the sources of fresh water in Egypt.
● Distinguish between drinkable and non-drinkable water
Flipped Classroom
● Each student should read the article describing the report writing process. Possible reference:
https://www.openpolytechnic.ac.nz/current-students/study-tips-and-techniques/assignments/how-to-write-a-report/
● Hold a class discussion on how to structure a report and the writing success criteria. The report should include a title,
introduction, body, conclusion, citing sources, graphs to visualize data.
Category

Beginning

Developing

Excellent

Structure /organization

The writing does not include a
title, introduction, body and
conclusion. It is not focused
on the topic and ideas are not
arranged reasonably with a

The writing includes some of
the required components of
the report.
It is not always focused on
the topic and ideas are not

The writing includes a title,
introduction, body and
conclusion. It is focused on
the topic and ideas are
arranged reasonably with a

progression of thought from
paragraph to paragraph

always arranged reasonably
with a progression of thought
from paragraph to paragraph

progression of thought from
paragraph to paragraph

Elaboration

The writing does not include
any graphs to elaborate on
data

The writing has one graph and The writing has enough
needs more
graphs to represent data

Grammar
/spelling/punctuation

-Most of the words are
misspelled and not capitalized
correctly.
Most of the sentences are not
punctuated correctly and the
piece includes some run-on
sentences.

-Some words are misspelled
and not capitalized correctly.
-Some sentences are not
punctuated correctly and the
piece includes more than one
run-on sentences.

-The writing is free of
misspellings, and words are
capitalized correctly.
-Sentences are punctuated
correctly, and the piece is
free of fragments and runons

Resources

The writing does not include a
reference list and resources
are not cited.

The writing includes a
reference list, but some
resources are not cited

The writing includes a
reference list and all
resources are cited properly.

Collaborative work
● Have the students work in pairs to use the internet or school library to write an information report about water sources on
earth, classify them into drinkable and non-drinkable resources.
● Each pair will use reliable digital resources to analyze the demographics of Egypt in relation to natural water resources
location
Activity 5: The impact of Renaissance Dam construction (reading & discussions activity)
Activity duration: 1-2 sessions

Activity type: Group work + individual
work

Activity resources:
Articles:

●

http://english.ahram.org.eg/NewsC
ontent/1/64/322406/Egypt/Politics-

●

●

/Grand-Ethiopian-RenaissanceDam-At-a-standstill.aspx
https://www.egypttoday.com/Articl
e/2/37863/Ethiopia-Sudancrippled-studies-on-Ethiopiandam-Minister
https://www.bbc.com/news/worldafrica-26679225

Image source:

●

●

●

https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/ima
ges/creativecommons/egypt/NileB
asinMap.jpg
Handout:

http://www.doe.virginia.gov/testing/sol/sta
ndards_docs/english/2010/lesson_plans/r
eading/fiction_nonfiction/6-8/14_68_readingfnf_making_connections.pdf

CRAAP Test
https://www.utwente.nl/en/lisa/libra
ry/miscellaneous/docsad/craap.pdf

Activity objectives:
● Express the importance of water for human’s life
● Identify the sources of fresh water in Egypt and predict the potential impacts of building a physical structure on an
ecosystem (human impact on natural systems).
-Before reading, the teacher assesses the students’ prior knowledge of construction Renaissance Dam issue through a video or an
image:
Possible questions to raise discussion: Describe the map. What does it single out? What do you know about the dam?

-Students are divided into groups to read tiered articles about Renaissance Dam and its impact on the Nile river as a clean water
resource in Egypt. While reading, students should prepare points to support and oppose building the Dam form the perspectives of
Egypt and Ethiopia. These points will be used for an oral debate at the end of the activity.
A teacher can use different resources about this topic to be tiered according to students’ readiness of reading skill.
-Each group discusses the articles and answers a set of questions to assess the comprehension of major facts in the texts and
present them to other groups.
-Teachers move from comprehension questions to analyze the articles by making three main connections: Text to Self, Text to
World, Text to Text ( Handout)
-Teacher shows how information could be different from a resource to another and discuss how a reader can assess the reliability
of resources.
-A teacher asks students to use CRAAP Test to evaluate the articles based on the criteria below:

Currency, Relevance, Authority, Accuracy, and Purpose

-Finally, students suggest possible solutions countries could make to solve the problem of water shortage.
Closure
Each group should include two sub-groups: one supports Egypt and the other supports Ethiopia. Students start a debate with an
introduction to the topic, then students take turns to present their opinions and respond to the opposing opinions.

Optional: Students are asked to do a short research individually to find information about water pollution and its causes in Egypt
and abide by integrity to cite and make reference to their resources.
-Have the students use their process journals to reflect on important facts they knew, a skill they acquired, questions they need to
ask about what they learnt throughout the lesson.

Activity 6: Word problem: percentage increase & decrease
Activity duration: One session

Activity type: Pairwork

Activity resources:
● Word problem:
://www.egypttoday.com/Article/1/48962/No-relationbetween-GERD-reducing-rice-agriculture-areas-Egypt
● Question 1 source: https://www.ecomena.org/egyptwater/

Activity objectives:
● Calculate the average need of world population to the available fresh water
Materials needed: Graph papers, worksheets with the questions
Procedures:
Students sit together in pairs to answer the following word problem.
Read the text and use the information to help solve the following questions.

“Egypt suffers from a water deficit of 30 billion cubic meters; it annually needs at least 90 billion cubic meters of water to cover the
needs of 90 million citizens. However, it currently has only 60 billion cubic meters, of which 55.5 billion cubic meters comes from
the Nile and just under five billion cubic meters comes from non-renewable subterranean water in the desert.”
1) If the Egyptian population is expected to be 110 million by the year 2025, what is the projected percentage increase in
population?
2) What is the percentage of freshwater coming from the Nile river in relation to the total amount of available freshwater in
Egypt?
3) If need for water was in a proportional relationship with the number of population, what is the projected deficit in cubic
meters of water by the year 2025 if the available 60 billion cubic meters remained the same?
4) What would be the percentage decrease of water deficit?
5) Is the percentage of increase in population in a proportional relationship with the percentage of increase in water deficit?
6) On an X, Y graph, represent the population increase, the water deficit increase,
Activity Reflection:
7) How did working on this math problem helped you understand Egypt’s water security concerns?
8) How do you think understanding such numbers help experts and countries plan for their future needs of water?
Extra task (optional):
9) Students could be asked to create a poster for in class, or school wide display including the information they concluded
from the word problem.
Engineering Design Milestone
Duration: 40-50 minutes

Activity type: (Group Work/ Design
teams)

Resources
Questions adapted from:
https://www.teachengineering.org/cont
ent/cub_/activities/cub_creative/cub_cr
eative_activity1_worksheet_v3_tedl_d
wc.pdf
Design specifications adapted from:
https://www.teachengineering.org/cont
ent/cub_/activities/cub_desal/cub_des

al_lesson01_activity2_presentation_v2
_tedl_dwc.pdf
Objectives:
1. Define the design challenge
2. Summarize the problem/need the design attempts to address.
3. “Identify the need for a specific engineering design project.”
4. “Describe the design project context.”
5. “Identify and differentiate the design project constraints and requirements.”
https://www.teachengineering.org/activities/view/cub_creative_activity1

Procedures:
- The teacher divides the students into the design teams (4-6 students each).The teacher introduces the design mission as
follows:
The design objectives:
1. Create a tool that helps obtain reliable fresh water supplies
2. Try to make your design cost-effective
3. Improve the design to meet the specifications.
Design specification:
Your water treement tool should be able to significantly treat water (by removing dirt, salt,
etc.) to make water usable for either planting, drinking or both.

-

In their design groups, students will start working on the following graphic organizer.
Throughout the activity, the teacher needs to move around, and provide the teams with comments and questions to help
the student focus their ideas.
After filling the graphic organizer, the students can start creating posters on flipcharts to present their ideas.

Phase 2
Learn the Basics
Activity 1: Water molecule 3D model
Activity duration: one session

Activity type: Group work

Activity Source:
https://chem.libretexts.org/Bookshelves/In
organic_Chemistry/Supplemental_Module
s_(Inorganic_Chemistry)/Chemical_React
ions/Properties_of_Matter
https://www.britannica.com/science/water

Activity objectives:
● Describe the physical and chemical properties of water
● Build a 3D model of a water molecule
Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information
Build on prior knowledge: Ask students to list 3 physical and 3 chemical properties of water (detect any possible misconceptions
between physical and chemical properties.)
Guiding questions:
● Why is water a unique substance?
● What are the physical properties of water?
● Why is water considered a universal solvent?
Let students read an article about water (source: Britannica encyclopedia). In pairs, they will try to cite the information required to
answer the questions above.
Developing and using models
Students make a model to represent the hydrogen and oxygen atoms of water.
Material needed:

●
●
●
●
●
●
Steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Toothpicks
Two different colors of Play dough
Periodic table of elements
Black Marker (optional)
Glue (optional)
Skewers or Small wooden sticks (longer than the toothpicks)

Check the periodic table to identify the electron configuration of oxygen and hydrogen.
Ask students about the chemical formula of water (H2O).
Let students infer the type of chemical bonds in a water molecule (covalent bonds).
Make several balls of each color using play dough to represent hydrogen and oxygen atoms (oxygen atoms should be
larger in diameter than hydrogen atoms according to their location in the periodic table).
5. Use the skewers or wooden sticks to connect 1 oxygen atom to two hydrogen atoms to construct a 3D model of water.
Tips:
● Remember that the atomic number is the number of protons and it is the same as the number of electrons.
● Calculate the number of neutrons by subtracting the mass number from the atomic number

Activity 2: Layered liquids- density experiment
(physical properties)
Activity duration: 1 session

Activity type:
Group work

Activity objectives:
- Compare the density of different liquids.
- Observe how substances with less density float over the ones with more density.
- Calculate the density of different substances using mass and volume.

Activity source:
● The experiment
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=cLpbltFr2jQ
● Image source:
http://www.mykidsadventures.com/
how-to-stack-liquids/

Materials needed:
Transparent cup, Glycerine, water (mixed with watercolors), oil, shaving cream, honey
Procedures:
- This experiment shows the differences between water density in comparison to the density of other liquids. Students can
begin with trying to put the liquids in their order of density.
- Students can test their guess by pouring a small amount of each substance in the transparent cup as in the experiment in
the video link.
- After doing the experiment students use test tubes/ cubs to have specific/ unified volume of each liquid.
- Students use a sensitive scale to measure the mass of the liquid in the test tubes.
- Students use the formula (P=M/V) to calculate the density of each liquid.
- Students can compare the densities they calculate with a list that indicate the density of each liquid:

Activity 3: Breaking up water into hydrogen and oxygen gases
Activity duration: One session

Activity type: group work (3-5
students)

Video & experiment sources:
A video demonstration of the experiment:
https://www.exploratorium.edu/snacks/indi
cating-electrolysis?media=7376

An alternative experiment:
https://www.exploratorium.edu/snacks/ha
ving-gas-with-water
Activity objectives:
- Differentiate between chemical and physical changes.
- Observe the effects of electrolysis on water molecules.
This activity is an experiment of breaking up the chemical elements of water using an electrolysis device.
Materials needed:
● 50 ml of distilled water
● 2 stainless steel screws (at least 3.8 cm)

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

1 Petri dish

9-volt battery
Rubber bands
Acid-base indicator (teacher should consider safety & possible reactions)
Safety goggles
Spoon
Epsom salts (magnesium sulfate, MgSO4) (CAUTION: don't substitute table salt for this activity because it can produce
chlorine gas)
● Heat insulating gloves
● Optional: magnets
Laboratory Safety:
Wear heat insulating gloves as screws may get extremely hot during the experiment
Procedures:
- The teacher asks the students some guiding questions:
- what are the elements that make water? (oxygen and hydrogen)
- What are the differences between physical and chemical changes? Give examples
- Can we separate the oxygen and hydrogen atoms in the water molecule using physical means? (No)
- What are the possible effects of electrical energy on water molecule?

-

Students watch the video demonstration available at the activity source link:
https://www.exploratorium.edu/snacks/indicating-electrolysis?media=7376
- Attach the screws to the battery using the rubber bands as instructed in the video.
- Pour water to the petri dish and mix it with epsom salt until it dissolves.
- Add an acid-base indicator to the water-salt mixture
- Insert the end of the screws to touch the water in the petri dish.
- Record your observations in the lab worksheet
- The teacher follows up with discussion questions to help students connect their previous knowledge to their observation of
the current experiment.
- The teacher helps students reflect on the different types of changes that occurred throughout the experiment.
Extension::
- Does adding Epsom salt to water create a “mixture” or a “compound”?
- How do acid-base indicators work?
Activity 4: Mixtures and compounds
Activity duration: 1 session

Activity type: Whole class &
Group work

Activity source:
Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dg
gHWvFJ8Xs

Activity Objectives:
- Identify the difference between elements and pure substances.
- differentiate between chemical and physical changes of matter.
- Identify the difference between mixtures and compounds.
- Differentiate between homogeneous and heterogeneous mixtures.
Materials:
For stage 1: Ice cubes, heat source, pot, beads, worksheet
For stages 2 &3: transparent cups, different substances: (for example: distilled water, orange juice, sand, table salt, sugar, oil,
molasses, .. etc.)
Procedures:

Stage1: Activating prior knowledge
- Divide students into groups of 5.
- Each group will have a sheet of paper that has 3 identical squares indicating solid, liquid, and gas states, as well as an
adequate number of beads of the same color.
- The teacher asks the students to represent in each of the squares how the particles are arranged (students should reflect
on the distance between the particles in each state of matter)
Stage2: Demonstration
- The teacher puts the ice cubes in the pot, and discusses its properties with the students.
- They then use a heat source to melt the ice cubes, and discuss the properties of matter in a liquid state.
- By continuing to heat, and as students watch water while evaporating, they discuss the properties of matter in its gas state.
Stage3: Reflection
- The teacher then asks students to reflect on their prior representations of the 3 states inside the printed squares.
- After the students finish, the teacher asks them if they think changing the state of water changed its chemical components
or not.
- The class discusses changing the state of water is a “physical change” that impacts the distance between molecules, but
does not change its components.
Stage 4: input & modeling
- The teacher adds 1 tablespoonful of table salt to 200 ml of water. Stir and let students observe.
- The teacher asks the students to indicate which type of change has happened in this process?
- Is this a mixture or a compound? Let each group discuss and write down their hypothesis.
- After sharing the students’ input, the teacher plays the following video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dggHWvFJ8Xs
- After watching the video the teacher asks questions that check for understanding
(examples: what is a substance? What is an element? What is the difference between an element and a compound? What
makes water a compound not an element? .. etc)
- The teacher gives students examples of substances and asks them if they were elements or compounds.
- The teacher refers to the part in the video that explains that a mixture is “ a mix of two pure substances that can be
separated by physical processes, and discusses with the students what they think this means.
- The teacher mentions that the video mentioned 2 types of mixtures, and discusses with the students how they understood
they differ.
- Using a jar, the teacher can mix beads of 2 different colors to represent the mixture of 2 different substances.
Stage 5: experimenting and observing:
- The teacher gives each group of students different substances (e.g. table salt, sugar, sand, beads, etc.) and a number of
transparent cups
- The teacher asks the students to experiment with mixing the substances, and suggest whether the mixture they created is
homogeneous and heterogeneous

- Students are given 10 minutes to come up with (4 to 6) mixtures in each group.
Stage 6: concluding and checking for understanding.
As a whole class, groups present their mixtures and comment on them and their types.
- Exit Slip: The teacher ends the lesson with 3 questions to check for understanding of the concepts presented and/or
activated during the lesson .
Engineering Design Milestone
Duration:

Activity type: (Group Work/ Design
teams)

Resources

Objectives:

Revist initial design questions
Conduct further research on the design problem as needed.
Reflect on knowledge and skills acquired during phase 2.
Connect acquired knowledge and skills to the design challenge

Materials
Questions worksheet
Procedures
- Students are directed to look at the graphic organizer they created towards the end of phase 1.
- Students are encouraged to revisit the ideas and questions they have written, and think in what way their understanding of
the problem has changed during phase 2.
- Groups are assigned to discuss the following questions:
What did we learn that could help
us with the design solution?

Do we need to revisit our initial
solution ideas? (why, where, what,
who & how)

What questions we raised in
milestone 1 were already
answered?

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

What questions do we still need to
further investigate?

Do we have new questions that
need further research

What existing solution could we
make use of in our design?

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Phase 3
Explore Possible Solutions
Activity 1: Introduction (Why don’t we drink seawater (video discussion)
Activity duration: 1 session (45
minutes)

Activity type: Group work

Activity Source:
Video 1 link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Df2ac
v4wLNU
Video 2 link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nu6AeZ05fE
(The teacher can use either videos, or
can choose to play them both in class)

Activity objectives:
● Evaluate the consequences of drinking sea water
● Raise questions about seawater as a solution for water shortage.
Materials required:
Video viewer - KWL chart - sticky notes
Procedures
Before watching:
(Think, pair, share)
- The teacher tells the students, if there is enough available seawater on earth, why do they think drinking seawater is not a
used solution for the problem of freshwater shortage?
- Students are given 2 minutes to think of an answer, and write their thoughts on a sticky note.
- With the nearest pair, students are given another 4-5 minutes to discuss each other’s ideas.
- The teacher then writes (K: what we know about the question) on the board/ or a KWL designed chart, and asks the
students to post their sticky notes under the (K: what we know) section.

-

-

-

-

All students are then given around 5 minutes to visit the chart/ the board, and read what others had to share.
The teacher asks the students to share the most interesting ideas their peers have written
On a different color of sticky notes, the students are asked to post their questions under the (W: what we want to know)
section on the board/ or the chart.
Before watching:
The teacher explains that the class will be watching a short video that attempts to answer the raised question
Students are asked which of the ideas they’ve written down under the (K: what we know) section was also mentioned in the
video.
The teacher asks the students to take notes of the most relevant information to the raised question in the “W” column.
Students are asked to summarize the main takeaways from the video.
The teacher plays the video for the second time, and ask the students to write more questions they have based on the
video content.
After watching:
Students are asked to write down the new takeaways they got from the video and post them under (L: what we learned)
section on the board/ on the chart.
All students are given 3 minutes to read the posts under (L: what we learned) section
The teacher then reads out loud (or asks a student volunteer to read out loud) the questions posted under the (W: what we
want to know) section.
Students discuss what questions were already answered through the video, and put a check mark on the sticky notes.
Students add the new questions they developed after watching the video, and highlight the previous ones that were not
answered.
(Optional) Students can then be divided into groups. Each group can take one question and attempt to dig deep into it using
online search tools. Each group could be given 15 minutes to find at least one possible answer/justification to their question.
Each group could then share their findings with the class, and add what they concluded to the (L: what we learned) section.
Students can take further any questions to research individually at home.

Activity 2: Creating water cycle in the classroom
Activity duration: 1 session

Activity type: Whole class or Group work

Activity source:

●
●
●

●

Activity objectives:
● Explain the Earth’s water cycle with clear terminology
● Create a 3D model that shows the stages of the water cycle
The experiment is a small simulation for the global water cycle that happens on earth.
Material needed:
● A big jar
● Rocks, sand and soil
● A plant in a pot
● Some water in a cup
Procedures:
● Start by adding a layer of rocks into the jar, followed by a layer of sand
● Add a layer of soil on top of them (the soil represents earth)
● Push the cup of water into the soil and secure it so it doesn’t spill
● Remove the plant from the pot and dig a hole into the soil next to the cup of water
● Insert the plant into the soil in the jar carefully to make it part of the soil
● Close the jar with a cover and put it out in the sun for 30 minutes

Jar experiment
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=N3Gfp5bAJC8
Dirty water experiment
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=WxbvMI0VBr0
Water cycle assessment sheet
https://pmm.nasa.gov/education/sit
es/default/files/lesson_plan_files/e
xploring-watercycle/Exploring%20the%20Water
%20Cycle%20PrePost%20Assessment.pdf
3D model of water cycle
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=m08dqgv7oIs

●
●

After 30 minutes, notice the condensation of water on the sides of the jar (this represents the clouds in the sky)
The droplets of water that went down from the sides of the jar to the soil represent rain

After the experiment, the teacher hands students a water cycle assessment sheet to practice water cycle terminology
A similar experiment can be done with dirty water to show that the process of condensation in the water cycle purifies dirty water
and turns it into clean and drinkable water.
Material needed:
● A pan with water inside
● Another empty pan
● Ice cubes
● A burner/ stove
● Colours/ sugar/ salt / vinegar (anything that makes the water dirty)
Procedures:
● Put the colours, vinegar, salt and any other form of dirt and mix it with the water in the pan
● Put the pan that is filled with water on the burner/stove and let it boil. The burner represents the heat of the Sun
● Bring the empty pan and put the ice cubes inside it. The ice cubes represent the cold air above the clouds
● Hold the pan with the ice cubes on top of the vapor coming up from the boiling dirty water so that the water would condense
on the cold pan.
● The evaporated water will turn into a liquid again and form droplets of clean water. These droplets are clean and drinkable
as all the dirt is left in the pan
(Optional): After the experiment students could be asked to make a 3D model of the water cycle.
Material needed:
● Cardboard
● Blue colour sheet (4 circles of 10cm radius)
● Green colour sheet (1 circle of 10cm radius)
● Yellow colour sheet ( for sun & thunderstorm)
● White colour sheet ( for naming Stages of water cycle - Evaporation-Condensation-Precipitation-Collection)
● Sky blue colour sheet ( for showing steam & face of clouds)
● Blue Glitter foam sheet ( for waves)

●
●
●
●

Polythene ( for showing collection of water)
Cotton (for clouds)
Glue/ Glue stick
Scis s or
Activity 3 : Field Trip

Activity duration: Day trip

Activity type: group work

Activity resources:
Suggested places for the field trip:
https://www.yellowpages.com.eg/en/keyw
ord/water-desalination
Reflection worksheets
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Br
owse/Search:3%20stars%20and%20a%2
0wish

Activity objectives:
● Discuss a field trip plan and its purpose.
● Write a research paper about different types of water desalination (thermal and membrane desalination), major water
desalination plants in Egypt and the world.
● Suggest a type of water desalination to be implemented in Egypt.
● Make a plan of how students will work collaboratively to do the research paper.
● Reflect on the field trip experience.
● Present their research papers.
● Do peer-assessment based on rubrics
Before the field trip:
Stage 1:
Teacher arranges for a field trip, and discusses its purpose, materials students need to take notes and record data.
Purpose: collect data from fieldwork to do a research paper about different types of water desalination and major water
desalination plants in Egypt and the world. (word count: 250 words)

The research paper should include the following sections:
● Introduction about water shortage crisis and water desalination as one of the possible solutions.
● Research questions
● Different types of desalination (thermal and membrane with examples of the process)
● Best practices of water desalination plants in the world and Egypt, its cost and drawbacks.
● Suggest one of the best practices to be adapted in Egypt and includes narratives from the field trip expertise to support their
suggestions.
Stage 2:
-Students are divided into groups to draft the research paper and fill a form to show every student’s role to do the research paper,
document and reflect on their progress while they are doing the paper. They are also guided by teacher to reach an agreement on
the paper structure based on a research rubric and requirements of the task.
Group work form
Group: …..
Name

Assigned role

Progress
Date:
Description:

Research Rubric Example
Category

Beginning

Developing

Excellent

Focus & sequence

The writing does not include
a title, introduction, research
questions, body and

The writing includes some
of the required components
of the research paper.

The writing includes a
title, introduction,
body, research

conclusion. It is not focused
on the topic and ideas are
not arranged reasonably
with a progression of
thought from paragraph to
paragraph

It is not always focused on
the topic and ideas are not
always arranged reasonably
with a progression of
thought from paragraph to
paragraph

questions and
conclusion. It is
focused on the topic
and ideas are
arranged reasonably
with a progression of
thought from
paragraph to
paragraph

Research questions

The paper is not guided by
any questions.

The paper is guided by
question(s),but they are
irrelevant. The paper just
includes factual questions.

The paper is guided
by question(s) which
are relevant to the
topic. The paper
includes factual and
open-ended questions

Grammar & spelling

-Most of the words are
misspelled and not
capitalized correctly.
Most of the sentences are
not punctuated correctly and
the piece includes some
run-on sentences.

-Some words are misspelled
and not capitalized correctly.
-Some sentences are not
punctuated correctly and the
piece includes more than
one run-on sentences.

-The writing is free of
misspellings, and
words are capitalized
correctly.
-Sentences are
punctuated correctly,
and the piece is free of
fragments and run-ons

Resources

The writing does not include
a reference list and
resources are not cited

The writing includes a
reference list,but resources
are not cited

The writing includes a
reference list and
resources are cited
properly

Stage 3
-Students gets ready for the trip by reading about the workfield and working in groups to fill a template to discuss
the following points

-possible questions they need to ask, plan ahead for information the research paper needs
-decide on data collection tools and how they can interview people
Required Data -possible
questions

Data collection tool (interview-photos…)

Who I can interview?

During the trip:
● Students take notes in the following sheet:
New things I discovered

Questions I need to ask

What do people do?

After the trip: (Reflection & presentation of research paper)
Think-pair-share: Students are given a reflection handout to answer individually and share their ideas with classmates.
Reflection Handout
Name:.....................................
A field trip to………………....
1-Did the field trip help you to answer your questions?
2-How did it help? Explain your answer with examples
3-Share any positive experiences you had during the trip.
4-Close your eyes and make a wish about the trip and write it down.
-Finally, Students present their research papers in groups, get assessed by their peers and the teacher based on the rubric.
-A teacher sets time and timekeeper for every group presentation and feedback.

Activity 5: Debate strengths & weaknesses of different ways of water treatment
Duration: 1 session

Activity type:
Group work

Reading text source:
https://www.calacademy.org/sites/default/f
iles/assets/docs/pdf/flipside_desalination_
solnssupplement.pdf

Objectives:
- Evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of water treatment methods from environmental, economic, social & cultural
perspectives.
Materials needed:
Reading text, sticky notes
Procedures:
- According to the number of students you have, prepare and fold half the number flashcards with “affirmative team” the other
half with “opposition team”.
- Explain the debate activity to students.
Each student will choose a folded flashcard and join the corresponding team according to what s/he got.
- The teams are asked to search for articles about different water treatment methods
- Alternatively, the teacher can provide the readings for them to evaluate. An example can be found here
https://www.calacademy.org/sites/default/files/assets/docs/pdf/flipside_desalination_solnssupplement.pdf
- The teacher explains that each group will evaluate one water treatment method as a solution for water deficit from different
perspectives.
- Group (A) looks at the strengths from (Environmental, economic, social & cultural) factors.
- Group (B) looks at the weaknesses from (Environmental, economic, social & cultural) factors.
- Each group is given 20 minutes to brainstorm the factors and create a poster based on the perspective they are assigned
(either strengths or weaknesses). Encourage students to search for reliable statistics, research findings, etc. to support their
position.
- Group (A) presents their ideas on the “environmental” factors in 2 minutes followed by 2 minutes for group (B)
- Same cycle follows with 2 minutes per group for the economic factors, and 2 minutes per group for the social & cultural
factors.

-

After the full presentations, students get the time to ask questions for the other team, suggesting possible solutions for the
drawbacks, or presenting another dimension for the strengths.. Etc.
On a sticky note, students are asked to write 1 thing they liked, and 1 thing they didn’t like from the activity and post it on a
reflection section on the board, or the classroom walls.

Activity 6: Multimedia project on rationalizing water consumption
Activity duration: 5 sessions

Activity type: Group work + individual
work

Activity resources:
A possible handould:
https://www.teachingideas.co.uk/sites/def
ault/files/filmmaking.pdf
Movie software tutorials:
● https://fuse.education.vic.gov.au/R
esourcePackage/ByPin?pin=YX97
LZ
● http://www.readwritethink.org/files/
resources/lesson_images/lesson1
088/MultimediaToolsTutorials.pdf
Project planning sheet:
http://www.readwritethink.org/files/resourc
es/lesson_images/lesson1088/planningsh
eet.pdf

Activity objectives:
● Create a multimedia product to raise awareness of the water deficit problem using cameras and video editing software
● Select video content based on the target audience
● Develop an original source (video)
In this activity students are asked to produce a 1 minute video informing their audience on why do we need to preserve water, and
also providing them with suggestions for rationalizing water consumption.
Materials needed:
1. Video shooting cameras (or phone cameras)
2. Computers or phones supported with a video editing software.
3. Video editing software (ex. movie maker, or iMovie.. etc.).
4. Storyboard templates.
5. Any other materials the student need for their content.

●

●

●
●

●
●
●

●

Stage 1: Setting the purpose: Students are divided into groups of 4 to 6. At this stage, students are given time to agree on
the specific purpose of their video. They are also asked to discuss and agree on their targeted audience (would it be fellow
students, wider community, the world, a specific age group .. etc). By the end of this stage, students would be asked to
share their outcome with the class.
Stage 2: Brainstorming and searching content: Students are asked to brainstorm, search, or use knowledge acquired from
previous lessons and activities to decide on what content they would include in their short videos. They can also decide the
type of content they want to create (drama, comedy, informative)
Stage 3: Preparing the storyboard: Students are asked to organize the content they selected and visualize how they think
this content would appear on their targeted video.
Stage 4: Preparing materials, and video shooting space: At this stage, students prepare the place they select to shoot their
videos including for example creating a relevant background, getting any probs, creating visuals or drawings to add to their
videos .. etc..
Stage 5: Shooting the video: Students record shots needed for their video.
Stage 6: Video editing: Students arrange and edit the clips they recorded to produce the final version of their video
Stage 7: Sharing the product: In class, different groups get to share their different products. There could be a time
dedicated for giving peer feedback and reflection. The product could also be viewed by a wider school audience (for
example at the school theatre), or other classes and students could be invited to view the videos. A final step would include
uploading the videos on the classroom Youtube channel.
Stage 8: Reflecting on the process: Students are asked to individually write their reflection on the process.

Video rubric:
Up to expectations

Needs Improvement

Content:
Problem
description

The video describes the water deficit problem
clearly and includes accurate information

The problem is not clearly described in the video and/or
inaccurate information is included

Content:
Call for
action

The video provides solutions to the problem
No solution is presented, and the video does not
and helps the viewers take considerable action present any suggestions for the viewers to take any
action.

Video
duration

The video ranges between 50-70 seconds

The video goes beyond the required duration.

Creativity

The video grabs the audience attention, and
presents the cause in a creative way.

The video looks boring, repetitive, or unattractive

Using
materials

The materials used are relevant, effective, and
suitable for the content.

The materials used are irrelevant, redundant, and do
not add anything to the video idea

Design challenge milestone
Activity duration: 55-75
minutes

Activity type: Group work/
design teams

Resources

Activity objectives:
● Research existing solutions to the unit’s problem.
● Evaluate existing solutions by identifying their strengths and weaknesses.
● Decide on ideas or technologies that could inspire the design solution.
Materials needed:
● Evaluating solutions handout
● Computers with internet access
Procedures:
● Students are asked to research (2 or 3) solutions and fill in the following table. (40 - 60 minutes
● Groups take turns presenting a brief of their findings (15 minutes)
Name of the solution
What is the idea/ technology behind it?

Solution strengths
Solution drawbacks
To what extent is this solution environment friendly?
How could our design benefit from this solution?

Phase 4
Plan for Action

Engineering Design Milestone
Duration:

Activity type: (Group
Work/ Design teams)

Resources
Desalination plant design worksheet
https://www.teachengineering.org/content/cub_/activities/cub_des
al/cub_desal_lesson01_activity2_worksheetdesign_v2_tedl_dwc.p
df

Objectives:
- Draw an outline of the design
- Anticipate possible constraints of the design
- Estimate expected design costs.
- Exchange feedback with other design teams
Procedures:
Stage 1 (Teams Planning/ sketching)
- Students draw (3 or 4) different outlines of a possible design
- Teams121 discuss the outlines and choose 1 to continue with (or create 1 hybrid design from them)
- Students think of what dimensions they want the design to be

- Students modify their designs to fit the dimensions (making sure the scale they use is proportional to the intended actual dimensions)
- Students list the materials required
- Students calculate the expected design costs
- Each team prepares a 5 minutes presentation for their design plan
Stage 2 (sharing ideas / design plans gallery walk)

Source: https://www.pinterest.com/pin/312578030372165243/
-

One or two members from each team stay at the group station to present the design plans.
Other team members move around the class to get introduced to other plans, and deliver feedback on them.
Each group stays for 5 minutes in each station and rotate to the next upon the teacher’s request (the teacher could use a whistle or claps
to mark teams rotations).
- While students are in the different stations they are asked to:
(1) Listen carefully the team’s presentations.
(2) Ask questions.
(3) Suggest modifications.
(4) Take notes of ideas that might help their teams.
Stage 3: homestation reflection and design modifications
- When students go back to their homestations they are asked to individually fill the following table
Things I liked

Suggestions I made

New ideas that could benefit our

design

-

The team presenters can use the following form

Things people liked about our design

-

Suggestions other students made

New ideas that could benefit our
design

Students within each team take turns sharing their thoughts on the gallery walk.
Teams reconsider their initial designs, and make modifications as necessary
Teams prepare a list of the materials needed and expected costs of their design.

Materials required / quantity

Where can we get it

Expected cost

Materials for the design( the teacher might suggest the following set of materials; in addition,
students are asked to search the web on how to design a desalination unit)
Straws
Big container
Small cups
Aluminum foil
Plastic wrap
Rubber band
Rocks

Sunny spot
funnel
Plastic water bottles
Plastic glue
Bricks
- Based on the available resources, feedback from the teacher and other teams, each group makes the
decision for selecting the design they will experiment with.
- Each group makes a short presentation of their selected designs, and explains the rationale behind this
decision.

Phase 5
Build, Test, Redesign
Engineering Design Milestone 5
Duration:

Activity type: (Group Work/ Design teams)

Resources

Objectives:
1. Create an initial (prototype) version of the design.
2. Evaluate design functions with regards to specifications.
3. Redesign to solve problems in initial design and make the necessary modifications.
Procedures
Stage1: Build a prototype
1. Each team assembles materials required for constructing the design.
2. Teacher explains that the students are going to create a prototype first. S/he explains that a prototype is a model of the design solution
that is used for testing/ evaluating the design functionality before coming up with its final version.

3. Each team works on building the prototype version of the design.
Stage 2: Test & redesign
4. Teams test their designs, and self-evaluate it with regards to the design specifications and rubric.
5. Students decide on what they need to modify based on their test as well as other teams feedback.
6. Teams make the necessary modifications to their design and come up with the final version.
Phase 6
Communicate & Reflect
Engineering Design Milestone 6
Duration:

Activity type: (Group Work/ Design teams)

Objectives:
1. Present the final designs and describe the process.
2. Communicate with other teams to get feedback.
3. Reflect on the full design process.
Procedures:
Stage 1: Group reflection & preparation for the presentation
In their design teams students are expected to prepare for their design presentation as follows.
a) Teams need to collectively think of the following questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

How did we decide on the initial design?
How was the initial design different from both the prototype and the final product?
What helped us decide on the final solution?
What knowledge do we believe was essential for us to arrive at our final product?
What challenges did we face as a group?
To what extent do we think we succeeded to meet the design requirements?

Resources

7. What do we need to consider for future designs?
8. How can we improve future group work?
b) Teams get to prepare a powerpoint (or a poster) presentation that includes the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Summary of the problem/ design challenge.
Essential knowledge needed for the design/ the idea behind the design.
Context & target audience.
Description of the model/ design.
Strengths and weaknesses in the design
Team’s evaluation of the process.

Stage 2: Presenting and communicating feedback
1. Groups take turns doing their whole class presentations (8-10 minutes per group).
2. Each presentation can be followed by questions and answers from the rest of the class.
3. Presentations can also be done as a gallery walk activity.
Stage 3: Individual reflection.
After presentations and team feedback, students sit individually work on the following:
1. How do you feel about the entire
process?
……………………………………
……………………………………..
.………..…………………………
…………………
2. To what extent are you satisfied
with your participation within the
design teams?
……………………………………
……………………………………..
.………..…………………………
…………………

3. I think our design is able/ not able
to solve the problem identified at
the beginning of the project because
……………………………………
……………………………………..
.………..…………………………
…………………
4. My favorite part of the design was
……………………………………
……………………………………..
.………..…………………………
…………………
5. If we started the process again, I
would
……………………………………
……………………………………..
.………..…………………………
…………………
6. Next time I work in a group I want
……………………………………
……………………………………..
.………..…………………………
…………………

Engineering Challenge Rubric
Student will be able to

Novice
1

Apprentice
2

Proficient
3

Distinguished
4

Identify and implement
the steps of the
Engineering Design
Process.

Student does not
successfully identify
or implement the
steps of the
Engineering Design
Process.

Student identifies and
implements at least
some steps of the
Engineering Design
Process. Some aspects of
implementation are
missing, incomplete, or
incorrect.

Student correctly
identifies and
implements at least
four steps of the
Engineering Design
Process independently.

Student performs at
proficient level and goes
significantly beyond, for
example by showing
productive flexibility in
application.

Use prior knowledge of
water properties, changes
of matter, electric circuit,
solar cells; determine the
rate of some process to
inform machine design.

Student does not
successfully use prior
knowledge in the
Engineering Design.

Student uses prior
knowledge Engineering
Design. Not all
information is correctly
used, or student needs
significant support.

Student correctly and
completely uses prior
knowledge.

Student participates at
proficient level and goes
significantly beyond, for
example by identifying
additional information
that would help inform
their device.

Test and analyze the
device of desalination of
seawater for strengths
and weaknesses.

Tests are poorly
conducted and
recorded; student is
unable to analyze
strengths and
weaknesses of the
machine without
help.

Tests are somewhat well
conducted and
recorded; student
analyzes a few strengths
and weaknesses of the
machine design but may
need some support.

Tests are carefully
conducted and
recorded; student
analyzes many
strengths and
weaknesses of
machine design.

Student participates at
proficient level and goes
significantly beyond, for
example control the rate
of evaporation and
condensation of the
water

Improve the machine
design based on earlier
analysis.

Student does not
improve design
based on earlier
analysis.

Student is able to make
few improvements on
earlier analysis.

Student makes
significant
improvements based
on analysis of test
results.

Students perform at
proficient level, and go
significantly beyond, for
example redesigning the
machine to minimize the
tools used.

Reflection

Student does not
provide a good
reflection on the
Engineering Design

Student provides a
reflection on the
Engineering Design
Process, but does not

Student provides a
good reflection, which
relates his/her prior
knowledge of electrical

Student provides an
elaborate reflection, in
which he/she discusses
how the natural world

Group work

Process, and does
not relate the
process with prior
knowledge of change
states of matter and
light reflection

completely relate the
process with prior
knowledge of
connections

connections and using
light reflection
phenomenon with the
Engineering Design
Process.

can be replicated in the
designed world using
Engineering Design
Process.

Student does not
collaborate with
peers, and does not
give feedback or
participate in the
Engineering Design
Process within
his/her group.

Student works with
group members, but
does not show
willingness to
communicate and
collaborate with peers.

Student works well
with his/her group,
participating and
giving feedback
throughout the
Engineering Design
Process.

Student shows
leadership qualities,
facilitating the
Engineering Design
Process for his/her
peers, showing good
communication skills and
collaboration.

* Scoring sheets adapted from Engineering is Elementary rubric.

